Learning Spaces Week at Harvard
June 8 - 11, 2015
hilt.harvard.edu/learningspaces

Explore campus
Get ideas
Share practices
Make connections

Organized by HILT and the Teaching and Learning Consortium
Monday, June 8, 2015: Suggested Itinerary
“Yard Plus”

1. 9:00 a.m. BREAKFAST EVENT
The SciBox, Science Center 302
Join HILT and the Teaching and Learning Consortium (TLC) for breakfast in the SciBox to kick off Learning Spaces Week at Harvard. Featuring remarks from Melissa Franklin, Mallinckrodt Professor of Physics.
hilt.harvard.edu/kickoff

2. 10:00 a.m. SHOWCASE
Harvard Law School, WCC Pod Classroom 3019
Attend an open house showcasing the features of the pod classroom.
hilt.harvard.edu/LawSchool

3. 11:00 a.m. SHOWCASE
Harvard Divinity School, Andover Hall and Divinity Hall
Take a walking tour of multi-use learning spaces at HDS with Academic Affairs, IT & Media Service, and Operations staff. The tour will begin in the lobby of Andover Hall.
hilt.harvard.edu/divinityschool

4. 12:00 p.m. LUNCH RECOMMENDATION
The Plaza, outside of the Science Center
Grab a bite to eat at one of the food trucks stationed on The Plaza, part of the Harvard Common Spaces program.
hilt.harvard.edu/plaza

5. 12:30 p.m. SHOWCASE
The Derek Bok Center for Teaching and Learning
Science Center 317 and 318
Attend an open house at the recently renovated Bok Center and see demonstrations on active learning, multi-media, and more.
hilt.harvard.edu/bokcenter

6. 1:30 p.m. SHOWCASE
Lamont and Widener Libraries, meet in Lamont Lobby
Take a tour and see demonstrations in the Lamont Larsen Room, the Lamont B-30 Collaborative Learning Space, and the Widener Library room 240 teaching space.
hilt.harvard.edu/libraries
**Tuesday, June 9, 2015: Suggested Itinerary**

“River” (Cambridge ↔ Allston shuttles will be provided)

1. **11:30 a.m. LUNCH EVENT**
   “Plan smarter, not harder: Embarking on a new space project”
   Allison Dining Room
   Taubman Building, 5th Floor
   Learn from space planning experts and administrators about their experiences tackling projects at Harvard and beyond. Learn the first steps in conducting a learning space needs analysis, asking the right questions, and pivoting into building a collaborative project team.
   hilt.harvard.edu/spaceplanning

2. **1:00 p.m. SHOWCASE**
   Harvard Kennedy School
   Starr Auditorium, Belfer Building
   Learn from a case study in planning and design, focusing on three stages of work engaged in by HKS.
   hilt.harvard.edu/kennedyschool

3. **2:30 p.m. SHOWCASE** (registration required)
   Harvard Business School, Aldrich 107
   Experience the HBS case method as a participant.
   hilt.harvard.edu/businessschoolaldrich

4. **2:30 p.m. SHOWCASE**
   Harvard Business School, Hives Classrooms, Batten Hall
   Tour the Hives modular classrooms with a representative from the HBS Educational Technology Services (ETS) team.
   hilt.harvard.edu/businessschoolhives

**Wednesday, June 10, 2015: Suggested Itinerary**

“Longwood” (Cambridge ↔ Longwood shuttles will be provided)

1. **9:00 or 10:10 a.m. SHOWCASE** (registration required)
   Harvard Medical School, Tosteson Medical Education Center
   Tour the Clinical Skills Center, used for teaching and assessing clinical communication and physical exam skills to medical students.
   hilt.harvard.edu/medicalschool

2. **9:00 or 10:10 a.m. SHOWCASE**
   Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, Kresge Studios
   Tour several technology-enhanced spaces for distance teaching, faculty recording, media production, and special events.
   hilt.harvard.edu/harvardchanschool

3. **11:30 a.m. LUNCH EVENT**
   “Let’s get down to business: Putting the learning space plan into action”
   Armenise Building, Modell Center, Rosen Lecture Hall, Room 100A
   Learn from a group representative of the different players on a learning space project team – operations, scheduling, networking, A/V, and facilities – about their experiences on a variety of projects at Harvard, and the associated challenges, constraints, and surprises encountered along the way.
   hilt.harvard.edu/spaceplanintoaction

---

**Wednesday 6/10 Shuttle Schedule**

- 8:15am  Pick-up Lamont M2 stop --> Vanderbilt M2 stop
- 10:45am Pick-up Lamont M2 stop --> Vanderbilt M2 stop
- 11:15am Pick-up Vanderbilt M2 stop --> Lamont M2 stop
- 1:15pm  Pick-up Vanderbilt M2 stop --> Lamont M2 stop
Thursday, June 11, 2015: Suggested Itinerary “Yard Plus”

1. **10:00 a.m. SHOWCASE**
   Arts @29 Garden
   Explore Harvard’s undergraduate curricular art space.
   [hilt.harvard.edu/arts29garden](http://hilt.harvard.edu/arts29garden)

2. **12:00 p.m. LUNCH EVENT**
   “With Great Space Comes Great Responsibility: Learning Space Assessment”
   Longfellow Hall 319-320, HGSE
   Participate in this interactive workshop to gain a better understanding of the possible methods and metrics of evaluating how students and instructors use space.
   [hilt.harvard.edu/spaceassessment](http://hilt.harvard.edu/spaceassessment)

3. **1:30 or 2:20 p.m. SHOWCASE (registration required)**
   Hauser Digital Teaching & Learning Studio, Widener G90
   Tour and see a demonstration of a state-of-the-art video capture studio.
   [hilt.harvard.edu/hauserstudio](http://hilt.harvard.edu/hauserstudio)

4. **1:30 p.m. SHOWCASE**
   Harvard Art Museums
   Attend an open house and view the Lightbox Gallery and the Art Study Center, two of the research and education spaces of the Harvard Art Museums.
   [hilt.harvard.edu/artmuseums](http://hilt.harvard.edu/artmuseums)

5. **1:30 p.m. or 2:15 p.m. SHOWCASE**
   Graduate School of Design, Gund 522 and Gund L30 (the FabLab)
   See tech demonstrations of two spaces, facilitated by GSD staff.
   [hilt.harvard.edu/design](http://hilt.harvard.edu/design)

6. **2:00 p.m. SHOWCASE (registration required)**
   Peabody Museum
   Take a tour, see collections, and hear about the ways in which the staff works with faculty and students at Harvard.
   [hilt.harvard.edu/peabody](http://hilt.harvard.edu/peabody)

7. **2:30 or 3:20 p.m. SHOWCASE (registration required)**
   Visualization Lab, Geological Museum
   See a demonstration of the state-of-the-art immersive 3D stereo visualization facility.
   [hilt.harvard.edu/vizlab](http://hilt.harvard.edu/vizlab)

8. **2:30 p.m. SHOWCASE**
   School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Maxwell Dworkin Labs
   Attend an open house in this innovative lab space for student projects.
   [hilt.harvard.edu/SEASmaxwelldworkin](http://hilt.harvard.edu/SEASmaxwelldworkin)

9. **3:00 p.m. SHOWCASE**
   School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Pierce Hall 301
   Visit this flexible classroom, renovated in 2012.
   [hilt.harvard.edu/SEASpierce](http://hilt.harvard.edu/SEASpierce)

10. **4:00 p.m. RECEPTION EVENT**
    Caspersen Student Center, The Law School Pub
    Close out Learning Spaces Week with colleagues from across the University.
    [hilt.harvard.edu/closing](http://hilt.harvard.edu/closing)
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